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FOREWORD

This Standard addresses verification and validation (V&V) in computational f1uid dynamics (CFO) and coml2u
tational heat transfer (CHT). The concern of V&V is to assess the accuracy of a computational simulation. The V&V
procedures presented 10 this Standard can be applied to engineering and scientific modeling problems ranging in
complexity from simple lumped masses, to 1-0 steady laminar f1ows, to 3-D unsteady turbulent chemically reacting
f1ows. In V&V, the ultimate goal of engineering and scientific interest is validation, which is defined--ªS-the process
of determining the degree to which a model is an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of
the intended uses of the model. However, validation must be receded b code verification and solution verification.

{ Code verification establishes that the code accurate y 50 ves the mathematical model incorporated in the code, i.e. that
~ . the code is free of mistakes for the simulations of interest. Solution verification estimates the numerical accuracy of a.~ (Jarticular calculation. ------..

The estImatIün 01 a range within which the simulation modeling error lies is a primary objective of the validation
process and is accomplished by comparing a simulation result (solution) with an appropriate experimental resuIt

~for specified validation variables at a specified set of conditions. Tilere call be 110 validatioll WitllOllt experimelltal

~ data witil wlHe I to compare tile reSII to tile simlllatioll: Usually a validation effort will cover a range of conditions within
a omain of interest.

Both the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) and the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) have published V&V Cuides that present the pl'hlosopny and procedures for establishing a com
prehensive valida1ibn program, but both use definitions of error and uncertainty that are not demonstrated within the
guides to provide quantitative evaluations of the comparison of the validation variables predicted by simulation and
determined by experiment. ASME V&V 10-2006, for instance, defines error as "a recognizable deficiency in any phase
or activity of modeling or experimentation that is not due to lack of knowledge" and defines uncertainty as "a potential
deficiency in any phase or activity of the modeling, computation, or experimentation process that is due to inherent
variability or lack of knowledge."

In contrast, this Standard presents a V&V approach that is based on the concepts and definitions of error and
uncertainty that have been intcrnationally codified by the experimental community over several decades. 1~.1993,
the Cujde to the EXp'ression of Uncertainty in Measurement was published by the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) in its name and those of six other international organizations.' According to the Foreword in
the ISO Cuide, "In 1977, recognizing the lack of international consensus on the expression of uncertainty in measure
ment, the world's highest authority in metrology, the Comite International des Poids et Mesures (C1PM), requested the
Bureau lntemational des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) to address the problem in conjunction with the national standards
laboratories and to make a recommendation." After severa I years of effort, this led to the assignment of responsibility
to the ISO Technical Advisory Croup on Metrology, Working Croup 3, to develop a guidance document. This ulti
mately culminated in the publication of the ISO Cuide, which has been accepted as the de facto international standard
for the expression of uncertainty in measurement.

_"- The V&V a roach resented in this Standard alies these conce ts to the errors and uncertainties in the ex eri-/ mental result and also to t e errors and uncertainties in the result from the simulation. Thus, the uncertainties in the ex

perimental value and 10 the SlmulatlOn value are treated using the same processo Using the approach of the ISO Cuide,
. for each error source (other than the simulation modelin error) a standard uncertaint , 11, is estimated such that 11 is

the standard deviation of the parent population of possible errors from which the current erro r is a smg e realization.
This allows estimation of a range within which the simulation modeling error lies.

The objective of this Standard is the specification of a verification and validation approach that quantifies the degree
of accurac inferred from the com arison of solution and data for a specified variable at a specified validation oint.
The scope of this Standard is the quanti ication of the degree of accuracy for cases in which t e conditions of the actual
experiment are simulatêd. Consideration of the accuracy of simulation results at points within a domain other than
the validation points (e.g., inter olation/extra olation in a domain of validation) is a matter of engineering judgment
specific to each family of problems and is beyond the scope of this Standar .

*nüs is implicit in the phrase "real "'mld" lIseJ in the definition of validation.
'Bureall lnternational des Poids et Mesllres (1:11PM),International Electrotcchnical Commission (IEC), International Fedcration of Clinical

Chemistry (lFCC), International Union of I'lIre anJ Applied Chemistry (lUPAC), lnternational Union of Pure and ApplicJ I'hysics (IUPAI'),
anJ lnternational Organization of Legal Metrology (OIML)
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ASME PTC 19.1-2005 "Test Uncertainty" is considered a companion document to this Standar:4, and it is assumed
the user has both so many of the details of estlmating the uncertainty in an experimental result are not repeated herein.
ASME PTC 19.1-2005 illustrates the application of the ISO Cuide methodology in straightforward and also in complex
experiments.

ldeal/y, as ti V&V progralll is illitiated, tllOse respollsiblc for the sillllllatiolls alld t/lOse respollsible for the expcrillll'llts s/lOlIld be

il/volved cooperativcly ill desigllillg the V&V effort. The validation variables should be chosen and defined with care. Each
measured variable has an inherent temporal and spatial resolution, and the experimental result that is determined
from these measured variables should be compared with a predicted result that possesses the same spatial and tem
poral resolution. lf this is not done, such conceptual errors must be identified and corrected or estimated in the initial
stages of a V&V effort, or substantial resources can be wasted and the entire effort may be compromised.

Finally, as an aid to the reader of this Standard, the following guide to the topics and discussions of each section are
presented. lt is recommended that the reader proceed through the Standard beginning in Section 1 and successively
read each subsequent section. The presentation in this Standard follows a procedure starting with verification (code
and solution), proceeding to para meter uncertainty assessment, experimental uncertainty assessment, simulation vali
dation, and concluding with a comprehensive example problem. As stated, this Standard follows an overall procedure;
however, each section of this Standard may also be viewed as a standalone presentation on each of the relevant topics.
The intent of this document is validation in which uncertainty is determined for both the experimental data and the
simulation of the experiment. However, the material in Sections 2, 3, and -1 can be studied independently of the remain
der of the document as they are important in their own right. A reader's guide follows:

Section 1 presents an introduction to the concepts of verification and validation, the definitions of error and uncer-

tainty, and the introduction of the overall validation methodology and approach as defined in this Standard. The key ~concepts of this Section are the validation comparison error and the validation standard uncertainty. lt is shown that f~validation standard uncertaintv is a function of three standard uncertainties associated with errors due to numerical ~

solution of the equations, due ío simulation inputs, and due to experimental data.
Section 2 presents two key topics:
(a) the details of a method for code verification based on the technique of the method of manufactured solutions
(b) the details of a method for solution verification based on the technique of the Crid Convergence Index (an exten

sion of Richardson Extrapolation).
The outcome of Section 2 is a method for ~stimating the standard uncertainty associated with numerical errors.
Section 3 presents two different approaches for estimating the standard uncertainty associated with errors in simu

lation input parameters. One approach evaluates response of the simulation or system in a local neighborhood of the
input vector, while the other approach evaluates response in a larger global neighborhood. The first approach is com
monly referred to, for example, as the sensitivity coefficient method, and the second approach is generally referred to
as the sampling or Monte Carlo method.

Section -1 presents a brief overview of the method presented in the ASME PTC 19.1-2005 Test Uncertainty standard
for estimating uncertainty in an experimental result. At the conclusion of this Section, the reader will have methods for
estimating the key uncertainties required to complete a validation assessment.

Section 5 presents two approaches for estimating the validation standard uncertainty given the estimates of uncer
tainty associated with numerical, input, and experimental data errors as developed in the three previous sections. At
the conclusion of this Section, the reader will have the necessary tools to estimate validation standard uncertainty and
the error associated with the mathematical mode\. -

Section 6 presents a discussion of the interpretation of the key validation metrics of validation comparison error and
validation uncertainty. lt is shown that the validation com arison error is an estima te of the mathematical model error
and that the validation uncertainty is the stan ar uncertainty of the estima te of the model error.

Section 7 summarizes the methods presented in the previous sections by implementlI1g them in a comprehensive
example problem working through each element of the overall procedure and results in a complete validation assess
ment of a candidate mathematical mode\.

Finally, several appendices are included in this Standard. Some are considered as part of the Standard and are iden
tified as mandatory appendices. Other included appendices are considered as nonmandatory or supplementary and
are identified as such.

ASME V&V 20-2009 was approD.:.d bv the V&V 20 (previously PTC 61) Committee on January 9, 2009 and approved
by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) on Junc 3,2009. -
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ASME V&V 20-2009

STANDARD FOR VERIFICATION AND VAllDATION IN
COMPUTATIONAl FlUID DYNAMICS AND HEAT TRANSFER

Section 1
Introduction to Validation Methodology

1-1 GENERAL

This Standard addresses verification and validation

(V&V) in computational fIuid dynamics (CFO) and com
putational heat transfer (CHT). The concern of V&V is
10 assess the accuracy of a computational simulation.
The V&V prucedures presented in this Standard can be
applied to engineering and scientific modeling prob
lems rangmg m complexity frum simple lumped masses
10 l-O steady lammar fIows to 3-0 unsteady turbulent
chemlcally reacting fIows. In V&V, the ultImate goal of
engmeenng and sClentifÚ: interest is validation, which
is defined as the process of determining the degree to
which a model is an accurate representation of the real
world from the perspective of the intended uses of the
mode!. However, validation must be preceded by code
verification and solution verification. Code verification

establishes that the code accurately solves lhe mathemal
ical model incorporated in the code (i.e., that the code is
free of mistakes for the simulations of interest). S~~
verification estimates the numerical accuracy of a partic
ular calculation. Both code and solution verification are
discussed in detail in Section 2.

The estimation of a range within which the simulation
modeling error lies is a primary objective of the valida
tion process and is accomplished by comparing a simula
tion result (solution) with an apprapriate experimental
result (data) for specified validation variables at a speci
fied set of conditions. T/zere mil /le IZO validatioll witlzollt

ex eril//elltal data with which to compare the reslIlt of thc sil//- •

~I Usually a validation effort WI cover a range o
conditions within a domain of interest.

1-2 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

The objective of this Standard is the specification of
a verification and validation approach that quantifies

t'rhis is implicit in the phrase "real world" used in the definition
of validation.

lhe degree of accuracy inferred from the comparison of
solution and data for a s,pecified variable aI a specified
validation poinl. The approach, proposed by Coleman
and Stern [1], uses the concepts fram experimental un
certainty analysis [2-4J to consider the errors and uncer
tainties in both lhe solution and the data.

The scope of this Standard is the quantification of the
degree of accuracy of simulation of specified validation
variables at a specified validation point for cases in which
the conditions of the actual experiment are simulated.
Consideration of solution accuracy at poinls within a
domain olher than the validation points (e.g., interpola
lion/extrapolation in a domain of validation) is a matter
of engineering judgment specific to each family of prob
lems and is beyond the scope of this Standard.

Fluid dynamics and heat transfer are the areas of engi
neering and science that are specifically addressed, but
the validation approach discussed is applicable in olher
arcas as wel!. Oiscussion and examples are centered on
models using partial differential ·equations, but simpler
models also fali within the purview of the validation
approach.

1-3 ERRORS AND UNCERTAINTlES

Pertinent definitions fram metrology are as follows:

(a) errar (o l//eaSlIrelllcllt), 8: "result of a measurement <:§minus a true value of the measurand" [5J
(/I) llllcertnilltl (o I//CnSlIrelllellt), 11:" arameter, associ

aled with the result of a measurement, that characterizes

~he dispersion of the values that could reasonably be. É
.attributed to the measurand" [5J

These concepls were extended in reference [1] to apply
to the value of a solution variable from a simulation as

well as a measured value of the variable from an experi
menl.

[n thal context, then, an error, 8, is a quantity that has,
a parlicular sign and magnitude, and a specific error, ,
8" is lhe difference caused by error source i bctween a
quantity (measured or simulaled) and its lrue value. [n
lhe approach oullined in this Standard, it is assumed
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Schematic of Finned-Tube Assembly for Heat Transfer Example
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that each error whose sign and magnitude is known has
been removed b correction. An remainin' errar is thus

o un nown sign and magnitude,2 and an uncertainty
1/ is estimated with the idea that ~II characterizes the

range contammg 8. In experimental uncertainty analy
SIS [2J, I..!..,!Sthe s/alld~rd IIIlCcr/aÍIl/Y and corresponds con
ceptually to an estima te of the standard deviation, (T, of
the parent distribution from which {)is a single realiza
tion. lt is significant to note that no assumption about
the form of the parent distribution is associated with the
definition of 11.

The concepts of verification and validation used in this
Standard are consistent with the definitions used in pre
viously published guides and texts on V&V [6-8]. IhL
~cepts and definitions for errar and uncertainty used
herein differ fram those in the previously published
guides, however. Both the American Institute of Aera
nautlcs and Astronautics (AIAA) and the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) have pub
lished V&V Cuides [6, 71 that present the philosophy
and procedures for establishing a comprehensive vali
dation program, but both use definitions of error and
uncertainty that are not demonstrated within the guides

'There are asymmetric errors that are more likcly to (or are cer
tain to) have one sign rather than the other. Treatment of these by
either "zero-centering" or by estimating asymmetric lIncertainties
is discllssed in references [3J and [4J.

2

to provide quantitative evaluations of the comparison
of the validation variables predicted by simulation and
determined by experiment. ASME V&V 10-2006, for
instance, defines errar as "a recognizable deficiency
in any phase or activity of modeling or experimenta
tion that is not due to lack of knowledge" and defines
uncertainty as "a potential deficiency in any phase or
activity of the modeling, computation, or experimenta
tion process that is due to inherent variability or lack
of knowledge."

1-4 EXAMPlE FOR VAlIDATION NOMENClATURE
AND APPROACH

In the validation process, a simulation result (solution)
is compared with an experimental result (data) for speci
fied validation variables at a specified set of conditions
(validation point). As an example (shown schematically
in Fig. 1-4-1), consider the case of fully developed flow of
a hot fluid inside a round tube. Square fins are attached to
the outside tube wall to enhance the heat transfer.Yalida-.
tion variables of interest are the downstream bulk fluid

temperature, T.., and the rate of heat loss, q, over the tube
length, L. A description óf the problem, the correspond
ing simulation model, and nomenclature are presented
in detail in Mandatory Appendix r.

This example is discussed in the context of validation
in Section 5 for cases in which the following occur.
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Fig.1-5-1 Schematic Showing Nomenclature forValidation Approach
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1-4.1 Case 1

The validation variable, 1;" is directly measured.

1-4.2 Case2

The validation variable, q, is determined using a data
reduction equation that combines multiple variables
fram the experiment as

q = pQC,,(T, - 1;,) (1-4-1 )

the heat transfer example discussed in the preceding
paragraph.

Denote the predicted value of 1;, fram the simulation
:!olution as 5, the value determined fram experime~
tal gata as D, and the lrue (but unkno\Vn) value as T.
(Obviously, the relative magnitudes of 5, D, and T will
differ among cases and will not necessarily be in the
order shown in the figure.) The validation comparison
errar) E is defined as -

and Tiand 1;,are separately measured and have no shared
error sources. E=s-D (1-5-1) ~

and similarly the errar in the experimental value D is

The errar in the solution value, 5, is the difference be
tween 5 and the true value T

(1-5-2)

(1-5-3 )

Using eqs. (1-5-1) thraugh (1-5-3), E can be expressed as-
E = 5 - D = (T + 8) .x (T + (0) = 8s - (1) (1-5-4)

The validation comparison errar E is thus the combi_}

nation of ali of the errars in the simulation result and E-
the experimental result, and its sign and magnitude are
known once the validation comparison is made.

NOTE: The "truth" is the value af a quantity of interest
defined by lhe observe r and is an abstraction. Ho",ever, in
complete definition of the qllantity gives rise to an additional

(1-4-2)

Consider Case 1 in para. 1-4.1 above as an example to
describe the validation appraach nomenclature. In the
experiment, the validation variable, 1;" is directly mea
sured. In the simulation, the experimentally determined
values of Ti' Tr' Q, di' d" L and the reference quantities p,

11-, CJ' li" li" 11{ 11"'k,, k" 1111, and w"rare inputs to the model
and the value of T" is predicted. The specific validation
point Re is calculated from eq. (1-4-2).

1-4.3 Case3

The validation is the same as Case 2 in para. 1-4.2
above, except the T, and 1;, measurements have shared
error sources.

The validation set point is at the Reynolds number de
fined as

1-5 VALlDATION APPROACH

The nomenclature used in the validation appraach
presented in this Standard is sho\\'n in Fig. 1-5-1 using

'Eqllation (1-5-1) aClua!!)' defines E as a discrepancy rather Ihan
an error ai Ihis poinl in lhe dC\'elopment, bul E is sho\\'n 10 be an
error by eq. (1-5-6).

3
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E = 8"",1_1+ Dnu",+ 8mrUI- (~D (1-5-6)

This approaeh is shown sehematieally in Fig. 1-5-2,
where the sourees of error are shown in the ov;-,al•..•s-.-----

Rearranging eq. (1-5-6) to isola te Dm"1dgives

(1-5-8)

(1-5-9)E-

then eharaeterizes an interval within whieh Dm"ld falls,
or .

of E are known fram eq. (1-5-1). However, the signs and

magnitudes of 8 ,D , and DD are unkno\Vn. The stan-num Inrut _

dard uneertainties eorresponding to these errars are 1/ ,

11 ,and 11" (where 11 ,for instanee, is the estima te 01th~Input ~ v
standard deviation of the parent distribution fram whieh

DD is a single realization).

NOTE: Once O and 5 have been determined, their values

always differ by lhe same fixed amount from lhe Irue value.
That is, ali errors affecting O and 5 have beco me "fossilized"

H] and D", (~mrUI'Dnum'and Dm"" •• are ali systematic errors. This
means Ihat the uncertainties to be estimaled (lIinrUI'IInum'and
li,,) are systematic standard uncertainties. (n lhe conceplual
approach of the ISO Cuide [2], there is no distinction made
in the mathematical treatment of uncertainties that are

"random" and those that are "systematic." A systematic
error is a single realization from some parent population of
possible values from a systematic error source, and the corre
sponding syslematic standard uncertainty, 11, is the estimate

of lhe standard de\'iation, !T, of that parent population.

Following referenee [1], a i'alidatioll stmtdard IIl1cer

taill t 11, 11','1' ean be defined as an estimate of the standard
deviatiOi1õf the parent population of the combination of

errors (onum + DmrU1- DD)' Considering the relationship
shown in eq. (1-5-7),

(1-5-5)

Ali errors in S ean be assigned to one of three eatego
ries [11:

(a) the error 8m.,Jd due to modeling assumptions and

~pproximations
(b) the error 8 due to the numerieal solution of the

_____ num -

equations
(c) the error 8. in the simulation result due to errors.. ~ -

m the slmulatJon mput parameters (T" Tr' Q, di' d2, L,

p, fJ., C" "1' "" ,,!, "., kJ' k" lU" and lU,,! in the heat transfer
example)

These 8's will be defined further in later seetions.
Thus

uncertainty [2J. ln this Standard, the experiment "as run" is
defined as the reality of interesl (truth). and thus the condi
tions of the actual experiment are the "validation point" that
is simulaled.

D =E-(8 +D. -D) (1-5-7)m("it,1 num '"pul D

Consider the terms on the right hand side of the equation.

Onee S and O are determined, the sign and magnitude

The objeetive of a validation exereise is to estimate

8m,,Jd to within an uneertainty range.
e comparison error ean then be \Vritten as

Fig.1-5-2 Overview of the Validation Process With Sources of Error in Ovais

Reality of Interest (Truth): Experiment "As Run"

Ómodel

Simulation
model

Óinput

Experimental data, O
Comparison erro r:

E=S-D

validation uncertainty,
uval

Simulation result, 5

E = Ómodel + (Óinput + Ónum - Ó O)
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• The estimatioll O " •..,) is t}IIIS at the core o the metJlOdolo 1

•~ presellted ill this Stall are, aI/d E alld " •.•1 are the validatioll, ~.
If the three errars on the RHS of eq. (1-5-7) are effectivell'

independent, then

(1-5-10)

As will be discussed in detail in Section 5, when the

validation variable is directll' measured - as is To in the
~ (para. 1-4.1) example - the assumption of effec
tivell' independent errars is generalll' reasonable. How
ever, when the validation variable is determined using a
data reduction equation - as is q in Cases 2 and 3 (paras.
1-4.2 and 1-4.3) - the experimental qo and predicted qs
values can be functions of shared variables and ô. and

I~UIDo are not independent. The equivalent to eq. (1-~-IO) is
shown for these cases in Section 5.

If, as demonstrated in the basic methodologl' in this
Standard, uncertaintl' contributions to " •..•1 are considered
that take into account ali of the errar sources in ônum' 8mpul'
and Do' then Dm."I_1 includes onll' errors arising from mod
eling assumptions and approximations ("model form"
errors). In practice, there are numerous gradations that
can exist in the choices of which error sources are ac
counted for in 8 and which error sources are defined

'"rut

as an inherent part of Dm<><.ld'

The code used will often have more adjustable para
meters or data inputs than the anall'st mal' decide
to use (e.g., for a .~ommercial code). The decision of
which parameters to include in the definition of the
computational simlllatioll (conce tualll' separate fram
t e code) is somewhat arbitrary, Some even a 1') of the
parameters available mal' be considered fixed for the
simulation. For example, an anall'st mal' decide to treat
parameters in a chemistrl' package as fixed ("hard
wired") and therefore not to be considered in estimat

ing ";nput' even though these parameters could have
been accessed and had associated uncertainties. The

point here is that the computational simulation that
is being assessed consists of the code and a selected
number of simulation inputs that are considered part
of the simulation, while other simulation inputs have
uncertainties that are accounted for in 11. and thus do

mput

not contribute to Ôm"leI' See Nonmandatorl' Appendix C
for related discussion of specific and general senses of
//lodel, and parametric uncertainties vs. model form un
certainties.

{ lt is crllcial ill illterpretillg the resll/ts of a validatioll effort

tJwt t}lOse error sOllrces that are illclllded ill 8m<><.ld and those

tlwt are accoII11ted for ill the estimatioll of " •..,1 171' defilled pre
cisely alld lIIwmbigllolls/y,

• If ali parameter values are considered fixed in the model, this

is the limit of what has been terrned a strong-model approach. Sce
Roache [81 for further discussion. history, and implications to the
philosophy of scientific validation.

5

1-6 OVERVIEW OF SUBSEQUENT SECTIONS

Considering the relationship shown in eq. (1-5-10), an
estimate of "num must be made to obtain an estimate of "•..•,;
estimates must be made of the standard uncertainties in ali

input parameters that contribute to "inpul and of the stan
dard uncertainties in the experiment that contribute to "0'

Code vcrification and solution verification proce:ses, J ~discussed in Section f, rcsult in estimation of 11 • Code "-~
vcrification is the roce~s of dcterminin that ~"::ode is

mathcmaticalll' correct for the simulations of interest I.e.,

It can converge to a correct continuum solution as the ~ L..
discretization is refincd). Code verification involves errar
evaluation from a known benchmark solution. Solution

verification is the process of estimating numericJl uncer- L ~taint for a articular solution of a problem of interest. '1'"~
Solution verification involves errar estlllwtlOlI rat er than
('valllatioll from a known benchmark soluhon.

Techniques for estimation of ";npul' the standard uncer
taintl' in the solution S due to ITiestandard uncertainties
in the simulation input parameters, are presented in Sec-
tion 3. Obviousll', estimates of the standard uncertainties

of ali of the input parameters are required. Then lI;npu! is
determined from propagation bl' either of the following:

(a) using a sensitivitl' coefficient (local) method that
requires estimates of simulation solution sensitivitl'
coefficients

(17) using a Monte Carlo (sampling, global) method
that makes direct use of the input parameter standard
uncertainties as standard deviations in assumed parent
population error distributions

The standard uncertainty in the experimental result "0
is determined using well-accepted techniques [2-4, 9]di
veloped bl' the intemational community over a period of
decades and is discussed in Section 4 of this documento The

estimate lIu is the standard uncertainty appropriate for D.
It includes ali effects of averaging, includes ali random and
sl'stematic uncertaintl' components, and includes effects of
any correlated experimental errars and any other factors
that infIuence O and "D• As explained previously, when O
and lIu are used in the validation comparison anl' random
uncertainty components have been fossilized and lIu is a
sl'stematic standard uncertainty.

The estimation of " •.•1 for a range of practical V&V
situations is demonstrated in Section 5, and a discussion
of the interpretation of the results of a validation effort is
presented in Section 6.

A comprehenslve ena-to-end example of the applica::;
tion of the techniques covereciin Sections 1 through 6 is
presented and discussed in Section 7.
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Section 2
Code Verification and Solution Verification

2-1 GENERAL

ThisSection is ultimatelyconcerned with theevaluation
of the uncertainty of a numerical solution due to numeri
cal error, denoted by IInum in eq. (1-5-10), Section 1. Prior
to estimating IInum it is necessary to verify the code itself
[i.e., to determine that the code is free of mistakes (code
verification)]. Solution verification is then the process to
estimate IInum'

2-2 INTROOUCTION

The objective of verification is to establish numeri
_cal accuracy, independent of the physical (modeling),

<.. accuracy that is the subject of validation. The necessity
for requiring quantitative assessment of numerical ac
curacy was first formally asserted in the editorial policy
statement of the ASME Journal of Fluids Engineering [1]
and subsequently updated in two revised policy state
ments [2,3]. As described in Section 1, code verification

is distinct from solution verification and must precede
li, even though both procedures utilize grid conver-

~ gence studies. In general, code verification assesses~ code correctness and specifically involves error eua/lIa

fioll for a known solution. By contras!, solution verifica-

~ 'tlonS involves error eSfimatioll, since the exact solution
to the specific problem is unknown; Code and solution
verification are mathematical activities, with no concern

whatsoever for the agreement of the simulation model
results with physical data from experiments; that is the
concern of validation. Note, however, that the solution
and its erro r estimation from a solution verification will

be used in the validation processo In this way, code veri
fication, solution verification, and validation are cou-

--::> pled into an overall proccss for assessing the accuracy
of the computcd solution. ,

The verification methods discussed in this Section

are specific to grid-based simulations. These include
primarily finite difference, finite volume, and finite el

~ ement methods in which discrete grid intervals are de
)ined between computational nodes ...The grids may be

unstructured or structured (including nonorthogonal

'The term "solution verifieation" is useJ in this StanJarJ; in other
rcfcrcnees the tcrm "ealculation verifieatíon" is also uscd intcr

ehangeably with "solution verifieation" and is lhe equivalent term
used by Freitas [21and in lhe ASME V&V 10-2006 Cuide.
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boundary-fittcd 'rids, two-dimensional or three

imenslOna , quadrilateral (or hexahedral), or triangu
lar (or tetrahedral), and static or dynamic.6

The remainder of this Section 2 provides a recom
mended approach to succcssfully completing acode and
solution verification eHort. Code vcrification is treated

throughout subsection 2-3. Solution verification is treated
throughout subsection 2-4.

2-3 (OOE VERIFICATlON

Code verification, establishing the correctness of the
code itself, can only be done by systematic discretiza
tion convergencc tcsts and monitoring the convergence
of the solutions towards a known "benchmark" solution

(i.e., a standard of comparison). The best benchmark
solution is an exact analytical solution (i.e., a solution
expressed in simple primitive functions like sin, exp,
tanh, etc.). Further, it is not sufficient that the analytical
solution be exact; it is also necessary that the solution
structure be sufficiently complex that ali terms in the
governing equation(s) of the code being tested are ex
ercised.

A perception may exist, and has often been stated in
research journal articles, that general accuracy verifica
tion of codes for difficult problems (e.g., the full Navier
Stokes equations of fluid dynamics) is not possible
because exact solutions exist only for relatively simplc
problems that do not fully exercise a code~ This percep
tion has resulted in a haphazard and often piecemeal
approach to code verification. In actuality, there exists
a systematic approach based on grid convergence tests
that is both tractable and effective (subsection 2-3.3).
Some modeling approaches such as large eddy simula
tion (LES) and direct numerical simulation (DNS) may
pose some challenges to the use of grid CõiWei'gence
for assessing code accuracy, but fundamentally the ap
proach discussed in this standard may be applie9. (see
subsection 2-5 for an additional discussion).

'Dynamie griJ methoJs incluJe adaptive, Lagrangian, or
arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian. Free Lagrangian methods sueh as
Jiserete vortcx and diseretc elemcnt methods may also use the

approaeh defineJ in this Seetion, where the Lagra'ngian markcrs
and initial distribution ean be vieweJ as analogous to a grid dis
tribution. Based on the initial distribution of Lagrangian markers,
a refincment strategy may bc deployed to determine "grid" eonver
genee order and an assessment of uneertainty.
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7 llús ordcr of convergcncc description wil! nol apply 10 global
spcclral methods or to p-rdinemcnt FEM. bllt lhe exact sollllions of
MMS wil! stil! be usdul for code \'crification.

where H.O.T. are higher order terms. (For smooth
problems, it may be possible in principie to evaluate
the coefficient C and the H.O.T. from the continuum

solution, but as a practical matter, this is not done in
the accuracy verification procedure.) The discretiz~[1
error is then monitored as the grid is systematicallt
refined. Only refinement - not successive grid halving
- is required. It should be noted, however, that for a

meaningful assessment of p, grid refinement shou~
not be trivial (a minimum value of 1.3 is recommended
in subsection 2-4). In addition, thorough iterative
convergence is required. Theoretically [from eq. (2-3
21)], values of C = Eh/ hl' should beco me constant as
the grid is refined for a uniformly p-Ih order method,
"uniformly" implying at ali points for ali derivatives.
Graphical presentation is also common; the slope of E"

vS. /11' should beco me constant. Examples wiU be given
in Section 7; details and many other examples are given
in reference [4].

2-3.3.3.2 Verification of a Systematic Grid Conver

gence Test. Finally, ;.vhen a systematic grid conve~
gence test is verified ,(for ali point-by-point values), ~hen
the following have been verified: -

(a) any equation transformations used (e.g., nonor
thogonal boundary fitted coordinates)

(b) the order of the discretization

(c) the encoding of the discretization
(d) the matrix solution procedure
. s with any nontrivial technique, there are always ad

ditional details and subtIeties in the application that a

2-3.3.3.1 Differences Between Observed p and~

Theoretical p. The value of the observed p versus a the
oretically expected value of p provides valuable insights
to the numerical error in the computer code_ If the values
of the observed p and the theoretical p vary greatIy from
each other, then this indicates one of several possible is
sues:

--raJthe grid convergence study has not been carried
out to a sufficient levei of refinement

(/I) there are more significant errors being generated
in the code than those due to discretization and thus a

detailed review of the code is required
(c) boundary conditions may not be appropriate (e.g.,

some convective outflow boundary conditions set by
simple vortex models are not ordered in h, or the imple
mentation of the boundary condition is flawed such that
the global order is affected, or the boundary conditions
over-constrain the problem and propaga te into the inte-
rior, thus reducing the observed order)

(d) initial conditions may not be appropriate (e.g.,
exact continuum initial conditions may not be compat
ible with solutions to the discretized equations, or are
incompatible with the boundary conditions)

(e) incomplete iterative convergence and round-off ~errors •(2-3-20)

(2-3-21)

~

E" = f(lI) - /"",(1

Eh = f(h) - /"""~ = C h" + H.o.T

For an order p method and a well-behaved problem, the
error in the solution EJ. asymp-tolically will be proportional
to IIp• This terminology applies to the "consistent" method-

OIõgies of finite difference methods (FOM), finite volume
methodS(FVM), finite element methods (FEM), vortex-in
cell, etc., regardless of solution smoothness.' Thus,

determined from the manufactured solution, M, as are
the initial conditions.

Armed with a nontrivial exact analytical solution, M,
one may perform grid convergence tests on the code and
verify not only that it converges, but also at what rate it
converges. Further, the magnitude (and sign) of the error
is directly computed from the difference between the
numerical solution and the analytical solution.

For comptex models involving much chain-rule dif
ferentiation, computer Symbolic Manipulation is recom
mended for e\raluating the source term, Q. It is not even
necessary to look at the complex continuum equations
and then encode them. Rather, one can just use the code
writing capability of a commercial Symbolic Manipula
tion code to produce a source code segment (in Fortran,
C, etc.) for the source termo

For conciseness of presentation, no further examples
are presented in this Section on the basic concept of MMS.
However, a detailed example on an easil r re licated rob
lem is given in onman atory Appendix A,.Even this bricf

description of MMS will be sufficient for many readers to
get started using it, but a potentialuser may not see ali the
ramifications at first glance. Many details and issues are
addressed in rcferences [4, Chapter 3; 6-8].

2-3.3.3 Application of MMS to Verification of

Codes. Once a nontrivial exact analytic sotution has been
l1enerated, by this method of manufactured solutions or
perhaps another method, the solution is now used to verify
acode by performing systematic discretization convergence
~ (usually, grid convergence tests) and monitoring the
convergence as li -t O, where /1 is a measure of discretization
[e.g., ~.x (in space), ~I (in time) in a finite difference or fi
nile volume code, and element size in a finite element code,
number of vortices in a discrete vortex method, number of

surface facets in a radiation problem, etc.l.
The principal definition of "order of convergence" is

based on the behavior of the error of the discrete solu

=-~ tion. There are various measures of discretization error- E", but in some sense this discussion is always referring
to1he difference between the discrete solution (li) (or a

functional of the solution, such as lift coefficient) and the
exact (continuum) solution, ---

10
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serious user should be aware of. This is true for MMS.

The reader is directed to Nonmandatory Appendix C for
additional details and summary points relevant to the
advanced use of MMS.

2- 3.3.4 Code-to-Code Comparisons. Verification
of codes is-SometImes approached 5y code-to-code
comparisons. The idea is to take the sollltion(s) of a pre
viollsly verifiedcode as the benchmark. This can be done
at two levels of applications:

(a) solutions on a specific grid
(b) "grid-free" sollltions (i.e., high resolution solutions

that are taken as good approximations to the exact solu
tions, sllch as with Direct Numerical Simulations)

The first approach can be useful and economical, but
it requires that both codes have identical discretiza
tions: not only at interior points, but also at ali boundary
points. It also requires tight iterative convergence toler
ance (in essence, close to machine-zero convergence).~
p-ractice, it is effective when the new code to be verified
is a new version of the previously verified code, and the
'new version does not chan 'e an 01 tFiediscretizations.

For example, the new version might contain a new !n
ear solver. or simply use a new comp-iler or hardware
platform (an important and practical situation). Such
comparisons can be done advantageously even on very
coarse grids. However, beyond this limited though
important application, this approach will not give very
convincing resu/ts because of the tolerances involved. It
can be used economically to develop confidence during a
code development program (even if the benchmark code
does not use identical discretizations) but the tolerances

involved will usually be toa crude or large to enable truly
convincing verification [4).

The same follows for the second approach, In princi
pIe, this would work if the bénchmark code were itself
thoroughly verified and if the solutions were indeed
"grid-free" _or have resolved ali the r.ertinent length
scales of the problem (possibly down to viscous dissipa
tion) as is the requirement for Direct Numerical Simula
tions (DNS). In general, however, small coding errors can
be masked by the lack of complete agreement due to the
fuzziness of the benchmark. As with the first approach, it
can be used economically to develop confidence during a
code development program, but ~ore convincing and
credible (final) code verification will always be attained
by the preferred approach of MM~. Note that DNS re- •
su/ts are often used as being equivalent to "whole-field
experimental data," which then are used to assess pre
dictive performance of Large Eddy Simulation subgrid
scale models. However, this should not be confused with
a formal verification and validation effort as discussed in

this Standard, but rather is a strategy for developing new
subgrid scale modcls.

Similar evaluation applies to the common approach
of validation by code-to-code comparisons. In prin
cipie, one could view a previously validated code as a

11

benchmark repository of experimental data including
interpolation algorithms (by solving nonlinear PDEs).
The benchmark code must be accurate to be worth

while; there is nothing to be gained by comparison with
another code that is merely o/do In historical practice,
code-to-code comparisons for code verification and val
idation have been notoriously unsatisfying. It is more
convincing to perform validation by direct comparison
with experimental data. For further discussion see ref
erence (4).

The methods discussed above do provide valuable
support in the development of computer codes and
models. And these are approaches that should be rou
tinely used to support development and enhancement of
codes. However, these are not appropriate methods for
a formal, convincing, and documented verification and
validation effort.

2-4 SOLUTION VERIFICATlON

.,!!ior to performing solution verification, it is assumed.
that code verification has been completed and docu
mented.

Systematic grid refinement is the cornerstone of veri
fication processes for either codes or solutions [4-9].
Whereas grid-refinement studies in the context of code
verification provide an eva/lIatioll of error, grid-refine
ment studies used in sollltion verification provide only
an estima te of error:. The most widely used method to
obtain an error estimate is classical Richardson Extrapo
lation (RE) [10, 11 J. Since its first elegant application by its
originator, L. F. Richardson, in 1910 and later in 1927, this
method has been studied by many authors. Its intrica
cies, pitfalls, and generalizations have been exhaustively
investigated and cataloged [4, 9-12J. A generalized RE
and a Least Squares version [13) are more widely ap
·plicable to difficult problem~ There are also single griQ.
error estimators (notably Zhu-Zienkiewicz estimators) of .
more specialized application [4, 14].

prror estimates and lIncertainty estimates are related
bllt are not equivalent, and confusion is common. An
error estima te is intended to provide an improvement to
the resu/t of a calculation. For example, if the resu/t of a
calculation for heat transfer coefficient using a particular
grid is f and the error estima te is e, then an improved
value (closer to the true value ft) is f - e. On the other
hand, an (expanded)H 1II1certailltt estimate LI,,,,, is intended
to provide a statement that the interval f:!:: .,'''.character
izes a range within which the true (mathematical) value
of ft probably falls, with probability of x%.

Quantifying that probability is the goal of uncer
tainty estimation. A common uncertainty target (for bot~

, By contrast, the sltllldard lIncertainty 11 has no levei of probability
inherently associated with it lIntil a distribution of errors is assigned;
this will be discussed more in Section 6.



,.

lf more care is taken and /li is to be added, it is 1101

adeqllate (conservative) to use RMS addition, becallse
the iteration error affects the reslllts for discretization

error (i.e., /li and /lI. are not uncorrelated), violating.
the underlymg assumption of RMS addition. Rather,
the two must be combined by less optimistic sim2k
acldition [18].

Application of RE and GCI often encounter some dif
ficulties in practical problems. Local values of predicted
variables may not exhibit a smooth, monotonic depen
dence on grid resollltion, and in a time-dependent cal
culation, this nonsmooth response will also be a function
of both time and space. However, integral quantities like
overall heat transfer coefficient, lift coefficient, etc. are
usually better behaved (i.e., are more likely to converge
monotonically). The GCI, especiallv the Least Squares
versions pioncered by Eça and Hoekstra [13; see also 14,
19, 20 in Nonmandatory Appendix CI, is cllrrently the
most robust and tested method available for the predic
tion of numerical uncertainty.

The infIuence of the outflOw bOllndary position on
the interior sollltion will depend on the outfIow condi-

tion used and on the distance to the olltfIow boundary. ?The crrors of these approximations do not vanish as C
11 ~ O, and hence are "nonordered approximation~" or
modeling errors rather than discretization errors. (See
also Nunmandatory Appendix c.) The same can be_
stated for other far-field bOllndaries. The adeqllacy of
tnese approximations should be assessed by sensitiv-
ity tests [41 at least on similar problems, bllt unfortll
nately in practice these tests are not often addressed
convincingly.

(2-4-1) é-

(2-4-2) <S-
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~ e>Eecimeo" aod <amputat;oo,! i,-95% (1.e.,-20,1 odd, aI eve,y time "eE '''ould be c"ecked, and example
that the true val~ f. is in fact in the interval f :!: U9S·.) , convergence trends should be documented for selected,

~here U9S" is the estima te of the (expanded) uncertainty critically important, variables. The preferred apProaCh] Y;

at the 95% confidence leveI. Note that this target confi- is to reduce the iterative error to a levei negligible com- cJ
dence levei is compatible with the 2(T range for a~ pared to the discretization error. This does not necessar-
ian distribution, but the concept and the semi-empirical ily require iteration to (nearly) machine zero.
methods presented here do not de end on the assum - Iteration error and its interaction with discretizatio!J
tion o aussian distribution or any other distribution. error has been thorou hl' studied in reference [18) for

Uncertainty estimates (U95,) can be calculated by one c ass o problems; there is no reason to assume
Roache's [4, 14-16) Grid Convergence Index (GCI). The that other problems are more benigno A method for
GCI is an estimated 95% uncertainty obtained by mul- estimation of iteration error based on extrapolating by

tiplying the absolute value of the (generalized) RE erro r geometric progressions was developed and justified, / ~estimate (or any other ordered erro r estimator) by an and applied to realistic turbulent fIows. These results /f:L
empirically determined factor of safety, Fs. The Fs is in- show that the iteration error needs to be 2 to 3 orders
tended to convert an ordered error estimate into a 95% of ma Tnitude smaller than the discretization error to

/llIcerlaill/y estima te. (Since ali ordered error estimators guarantee a negligi le influence. This is often assumed,
t'õr1fie same quantity will asymptotically produce the although seldom demonstrated convincingly. If the
same error estima te, the GCI factor of safety Fs could uncertainty /li contributed b the (estimated iteration E-
be applied to any of these, at least asymptotically; the ~ is muc ess than /I), contributed by the (ordered)
empirical value of Fs has been determined from RE es- discretization error, then we take the numericaluncer-
timates.) tainty /I to be

~ichardson Extrapolation is based on the assump- ~
tion that discrete solutions, J, have a power series

~p-resentation in the grid spacing, 11. If the formal
order of accuracy of an algorithm is known, then the
method provides an estimate of the error when using
solutions from two different grids. lf the formal order
of accuracy is not known, then three different grid so
lutions are reguired to determine the observed order
of convergence and the error estima te. Although grid

dõUbling (or halving) is often used with RE, it is not
required [4), and the ratio of grid spacing, r, may be
any real numbe!l Integer grid refincmcnt is not rc
quired; it has an advantagc of simplicity (especially
for local values that can be co-Iocated in thc grid fam
ily) but can cause difficulty. For example, when thc
finer grid is just sufficient to resolve scales of intcr
cst (c.g., boundary layer rcsolution) then a coarse grid
with half the rcsolution may be insufficicnt for the
problem being simulated.

~ Before any discretization errar estimation is calcu~~ lated, it must be ensured that iterative convergcnce is
achieved. (Iterative methods are always required for
nonlinear problems solved by implicit formulations and
may be used as part of an explicit formulation as well.)
Otherwise, the incomplete iteration error will poliu te..
the uncertainry estimation., (RE amplifies incomplete
iteration errors [4).) A commonly lIscd but unjllstifiable
rule uf thllmb is to reqllir~ at least thrcc orders uf magni
tude decrease in properly normalized resid lIals for cach
equation solved uver the entire complltational domain.
This criterion is used as a default in some commercial

codes, but is demonstrably inadequate for many prob
lems even for basic accuracy, without considcring the
added requirements of lIncertainty cstimation. Results
in references [17, 18) belie the casualness of this rule.

for time-dependent simulations, iterative convergence

12
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2-4.1 I Five-Step Procedure for Uncertainty Estimation
A five-step procedure is defined below for the applica

tiàn of the Grid Convergence Index (GCI) method [3].
Jtcp-.l;. Define a representa tive cell, mesh, or grid size,

~ li. For example, for three-dimensional, struc
t;red, geometrically similar grids (not necessar

iIy Cartesian),

where EJZ =. '1'1 - '1'2' t:z, = '1'2 - '1'1' and '1'; de
notes tfie slmulatIon value of the vanable on tl1e

k'h grid. Note that q(p) = O for r = collstallt. TI11S
set of three equations can be solved using fixed
point iteration with the initial guess equal to the
first term (i.e., q = O).

A minimum of four grids is required to dem
~nstrate that the observed order 11 is constant for,

(2-4-11 )

(2-4-10) ~---"

If '1'1 is zera or the user wishes to caIculate IInum

(see eqs. 2-4-13 and 2-4-14) then one should use
eq. (2-4-10).
Estimated extrapolated relative errar:

,21 = 1'1';:, - '1'11
( •......•.t 21

CPt·"t

~simulation series. A three-grid solution for the
observed order p may be adequate if some of the
values of the variable 'I' predicted on the three
grids are in the asymptotic region for the simu
lation series. In fact, it may require more than
four grids to convincin I demonstrate asymp
totIc response in difficult prablems, possi -Iyrrve--
or SIX grid resolutions in cases where the con
vergence is noisy [13, 19,20]. It is ali dependent
on the initial grid resolution used and where the
predicted value of 'I' lies as a function of grid
resolution. However, to pravide a balance be
tween praviding both a tractable method and
ensuring a leveI of accuracy in the predicted ob
served order p, at least a three-grid study should
be performed. If the solution verification errar
and uncertainty terms 8SN and IISN' respectively,
are then found to be small compared to the other
8, and 11, terrns in this Standard, three grids may
then be sufficient. If not, then more grids will be
required.

~ CaIcu.late the extrapolated values fram the XequatIon

'1';:, = (rf''P1 - '1'2 )/~fl - 1) (2-4-8)

Step 5: CaIculate and report the following errar
estimates along with the observed order of the
method p. Appraximate relative error may be
cast as a dimensionless form [eq. (2-4-9)] or in a
dimensioned form [eq. (2-4-10)]:

e;' = I '1'1 ;1 '1'21 (2-4-9)

The fine Grid Convergence Index:
F ZI

GCIZI = ~ (2-4-12) G---->
fine rfl - 1

The relative error estimates and the GCI may use nor
malizing based on values other than local values; in fact,
this is often advantageous for avoiding indeterminacies.
Also, the errar estimates and t~lInayJCiC-.~
sional values instead of relative or normalized values

[4, pp. 113, 115]. This is often the ~~atural choice for
use with experimental results and will be used in the ex
amples in Section 7.

The Factor of Safety, Fs, originally was assigned a
value of 3 for two-grid studies [16], but Roache [4] has
subsequently recommended a less conserva tive value
for Fs = 1.25, but only when using at least three grid,

(2-4-3)

(2-4-4)

(2-4-5)

(2-4-7)

(2-4-6)

[( N ) r3li = ~ àV, /N

p = [1/ln(r2dPnlejezll + q(PJ]

q(p) = In (r~'l- S)rf2 - S

S = I . sign(eJ/ e)

For nonstructured grids one can define

where

N = total number of cells used for the computations
à V,= volume of the ill•cell [4]

Step 2: Select three significantIy different sets of grid
~ resolutions and run simulations to determine

the values of key variables important to the ob
jective of the simulation study (e.g., a variable
'1'). There are some advantages to using integer
grid refinement but it is not necessary. It is desir
able that the grid refinement factor, r = IIc"",./II"ne'

should be greater than 1.3 for most practical
probtems. J'his value of 1.3 is again based on
experience and not on some formal deriva
tion. The grid refinement should, however, be

-~ made systematically; that is, the refinement
itself should be structured even if the grid is
unstructured. Geometrically similar cells in
the grid sequence are required to avoid noisy
and erroneous observed p. It is highly recom
mended not to use different grid refinement fac
tors in different directions (e.g., r, = 1.3 and r.
= 1.6), because erroneous observed p values are
praduced, as shown in [21]. (The computational
solutions still converge to the correct answers
with r, '" r., but the observed rate of conver
gence p is affected.)

Step 3:~ Let li, < II2 < h1 and r21 = h/h" r)2 = h/II2 and
• calcula te the apparent (or oDserved) order, p, of

the method fram reference [4]
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solutions and the observed J. He arrived at this value

t rough empirical studies, and this value roughly cor
relates with the definition of uncertainty U used in rd
erences [22,23] and .suggests that using a value of 1.25
results in a GCI with a 95% confidence interval. Fur

ther experience in hundreds of CFD cases (more than
500 demonstrated cases) by dozens of groups has sup
ported this empiricism [4, 13, 14,15,19,20,241. Based
on this current evidence, we recommend that a value

of Fs = 1.25 be used with three-grid studies involving
structured grid refinement. (Note that a base grid may
be unstructured, but the grid sequence may be gener
ated by structured refinemcnt of an unstructured grid
14).)

The value of Fs = 1.25 has not been thoroughly evalu
ated for unstructured refinement. Scatter in observed

p is to be expected because the grid refinement factor
r is well defined only for geometncally similar grids.
The accuracy of the GCI will obviously depend on the
quality of the unstructured grid refinement algorithm.
Until a sufficient data set is collected and studies are

completed for unstructured refinement, it is generally
recommended that the more conserva tive value of

'Fs = 3 be used to obtain a GCI for unstructured grid re-.
rinement. (The resulls to be presented 10 ~ctJon 7 are
well behaved, and Fs = 1.25 is sufficient.)

If the calculated order of the method p is less than 1.0,
an uncertainty band may also be given by assuming p =
'1.0. This is done not to ignore the observed p, but sim
pl)' to give two calculations, one with the observed p and
one with p = 1.0, as an indicator of the sensitivit)' of the
error band to the observed value of p. However, the GCI

computed with the observed p < 1 is the more co~
tive approach. 11should also be noted that if the observed
value of p IS significantly different from the expected
order of the method (for example, the method might be
expected to be third-order for the primary variables but it
is observed to be less than 1), then one should delve into
the root cause of this difference. It may suggest a pos
sible error in the method or its implementation, or that
the grid resolutions are not in the asymptotic region, or
that a singularity is present. (See references [25, 26] for
methods to detect and distinguish singularities during
grid convergence studies.)

The form of the GCI is based on theory, but the use
of absolute values for estimated errors and the factor Fs

are based on empiricism involving. the examination of
several hundred CFD case studies. The empirical tests
IOvolved the determmation of conservatism in 95'J!oof

the cases, corresponding to (dimensional) GCI = Unum

at 95% confidence. No assumptions on the form of the
erro r distributions were ma de nor were necessary for
these empirical studies, since actual data was examined
with a simple pass/fail criterion. Specifically, the com
mon statistical assumption of a Gaussian distribution
was not used. To agree with the new international stan
dard use of one standard deviation CI, eq. (1-5-10) was
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developed using ler, and the corresponding uncertainty
is IInum' If the procedure adopted for the other uncertainty
components is to base everything on the commonly used
expanded uncertainty levei U95.',,' then Unum = GCI and
no assumption of a distribution is required. Otherwise,
to convert this (partially) empirical GCI from Unum to the
IInum needed in eq. (1-5-10) it is now necessary to maJ<cal1
assumptJon. If the distribution were Gaussian about th
Fine grid solution, the value of IInum would be obtained
using an expansion factor k = 2, and the required tel:TI
for eq. (1-5-10) would be

IInum = Unum/k = GCI/2 (2-4-13)

However, the erro r distribution about the fine grid so
lution is roughly Gaussian only for poorly behaved prob
~ms (oscillatory convergence). For well behaved and
highly resolved problems, the erro r distribution is roughly
Gaussian not about the fine grid solution CPI but rather
about the extrapolated solution CP;~I of eq. (2-4-8) [i.e., the
fine grid solution CPI plus the estimated signed error e;~,of
eq. (2-4-11)). Thus the error distribution about the fine
grid solution is roughly a shifted Gaussian. Analyses of
this situation indicate an ex ansion factor k = 1.1 to 1.15
to o talO a conserva tive value for 11 •num

IInum = Unum/k = GCI/1.l5 (2-4-14) ~

If the overallll"dl is later expanded to U9<;" •• using k = 2,
the numerical contnbution will then be more conserva

tive than 95% (see Section 6).
The five-step procedure presented in this section

makes no distinction between steady state computa
tions or time-dependent computations. The method is
independent of temporal resolution in the sense that M
does not appear in any of the equations. So, for time
dependent computations, the five-step procedure should
be applied at each relevant time step in the computation
at a given node. However, it should be noted that as the
spatial grid is refined during the convergence study, the
size of àt is likely decreasing as well due to numerical
stability issues and thus àt is implicitly accounted for in
the convergence study. Allhough not discussed here, it
has been shown that the above procedure may be applied
accounting for both spatial and temporal grid conver
gence explicitly. The àt is treated just like ~x is treated.
However, some minor comphcatlons anse 10 the typical
case where the numerical methods have different orders

of accuracy in space and time, or even different orders
in different spatial directions, as may occur in boundary
layer codes [4].

Paragraphs 2-4.2 and 2-4.3 present example Solution Ver
ifications for two realistic and difficult problems in CFD.
This Standard will also present examples for heat conduc
tion problems that are less demanding numerically and
exhibit close to theoretical performance. But lhe following
two CFD problems are not 50 ideal, and the convergence
behaviors are representative of many real and practical
problems that lhe reader willlikely need to deal with.
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Section 3

Effect of Input Para meter Uncertainty on Simulation
Uncertainty

3-2 SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENT (lOCAL)
METHOD FOR PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY
PROPAGATION

Using a linear Taylor series expansion in parameter
space, the input uncertainty propagation equation for
a simulation result S with /I uncorrelated random input
parameters is

3-1 INTRODUCTION

This Section is concerned with the estimation of

simulation uncertainty due to uncertainty of the simula
tion input parameters, denoted by 11. in eq. (1-5-10),mput
Section l.

The validation uncertainty has been previously defined
in Section 1 as being composed of uncertainty in the nu

merical simulations IInum' input parameters lIinput and data
IIvand is given by 2 ~((JS )2lIinput = ~ ax. /Ix

t = I I
(3-2-1) ~

Section 2 presented techniques for estimating IInum

and Section 4 discusses techniques for estimating IIv.
The focus of Section 3 is to estima te 11. ,the simula-

mput

tion uncertainty d ue to uncertainty in slmulation input
paramete~

Computational simulations usualIy contain experi
mentalIy determined parameters that have uncertainty
associated with them. The model of the system may
range frum an algebraic equation to a system of par
tial differential equations. For a heat transfer example,
it might be desired to estimate the uncertainty in the
model temperature predictions, given the uncertainty
in thermal conductivity(s), volumetric heat capacity(s),
and convective heat transfer coefficient(s). For a fluid
flow '~xample, it might be desired to estima te the uncer

tainty in the drag coefficient, given uncertainty in ~
pruperties.

- Two different a roaches for estimating lIin ut wiII
be presented. The two appruaches depend on w et er
one takes a local or global view of the uncertainty esti
mation processo The local view is concerned with the
response of the system in a smaII (local) neighborhood
of the nominal parameter vector. In the literature, the
local view is known by a variety of names: sensitivitr
coefficient method, perturbation method. mean value
method, first order method, and Rossibl,Y.others. ~
global view,is concerned with the response of the system
in a large ('{loba!) lieighborhood of the nominal param
eter vector. In the literature, the global view is known
by a variety of names: sampling method, Monte Carlo
method, and possibly others. In the sections that fol
low, a description of the local and global uncertainty
estimation procedures wiII be presented along with an
example of each.

2 2. 2 2

/I v••1 = 11num + 11mpu' + 11V (3-1-1)
where

S = simulation result

II x = corresponding standard uncertainty in input
. parameter Xi

Xi = input parameter
For situations in which parameters are obtained frum a

database, the assumption of uncorrelated errors is a gooa
one.

~ulation result 5 in eq. (3-2-1) could be a point
value of a simulé.~ion variable or an integral quantity
such as total drag or heat transfer. The partia I deriva
tives, as / c1X" are termed sensitivity coefficients of the

reswt S with respect to input parameter, ~. Tne term
inside the parentheses in eq. (3-2-1) is often written

- f'S li, -

as X )X ~ where X is the nominal parameter value.
I ( I X I

This appruach makes it convenient to specify the rela
tive standard uncertainty 11x/ Xi instead of the absolute

standard uncertainty IIx, The remaining sensitivity co
efficient X, ,;)~ is termed a scaled sensitivity coefficient
and has the ur1Íts of S. Equation (3-2-1) indicates the fol
lowing two ingredients are required for the uncertainty
propagation equation:

(a) the sensitivity coefficient
(b) input para meter uncertainty
In the material that follows, a discussion of how

to obtain these two quantities in eq. (3-2-1) will be
presented.

3-2.1 Estimation of Input Parameter Uncertainty

IdealIy, the input standard uncertainty values, IIV
come from prior experiments. For example, suppose
one has a transient thermal model of a multi-material

system with convective boundary conditions. Labora
tory scale experiments would have been performed
to determine the thermal conductivity and volumetric

19
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Section 4

Uncertainty of an Experimental Result

4-1 OVERVIEW

This Sectian presents the basic cancepts from
experimental uncertainty analysis that are used in the de

..terminatian of the uncertainty of the experimental reSUit,
"0, in eq. (1-5-10). The ASME standard [1] on this subject,

19.1-2005, Test Ullcertailltl/, is considered to be a com
panian document for V&V 20. This Section provides an
averview of the basic methodology in vrc 19.1.

The validation process is dependent upon having an
appropriate experimental result that has a quantified un
certainty estimate, "0' ln addition, the experiment will
provide many of the simulation inputs and their associ
ated uncertainties. It is critical for the modeler and the

experimentalist to work to >ether in the design of the
validation experiment:,. The experiment will be t e reality
af interest that the modeler is trying to simula te. Prelimi
nary simulation results can help in the design of the ex
periment and in the proper specification and placement
af instrumentation.

on the measured variable. Those uncertainties from error

sources that contribute to the variability of the measure
ment are classified as random ancLthose uncertainties
from error sources that remain fixed during the measure
ment process are classified as systematic. The discussion
below uses the random and systematic classifications to
discuss the uncertainty of a measurement and the uncer
tainty of the test result.

4-2.1 Uncertainty af a Measurement

The systematic standard uncertainty of the measure
ment of a variable is obtained from the square root of
the sum of the squares of the systematic standard uncer
tainties for .111 independent error sources. For each sys
tematic error source, the experimenter must estima te a
systematic standard uncertainty, b,. Systematic standard
uncertainties are estimated from previous experience,
calibration data, analytical models, and the application
of sound engineering judgment [3]. The systematic stan
dard uncertainty for variable Xi is then

4-2 EXPERIMENTAL UNCERTAINTY ANAlYSIS ./ 2 2 2b, = vb" + bi, + ...+ bi, (4-2-1) ~

The accepted standards for ex~rimental uncertainty
analysis are references [1] and [2]. The process used in

.expenmentaluncertamty analysis is to calculate the un
certainties of individual measured variables and then to

use these to estimate the uncertainty of the result(s) de
termined from these variables. For a measured variable
X, the total error is caused b multi le erro r sources. The
sum of .111 of these errors for a measurement is the Iffer
ence between the value of the measurement determined

in the experiment and the true value of the measured
variable. In experimental programs, corrections to the
measurements are made for thase errors that are known,

as in the calibration processo For thQs-egrroUL.Wheru~
magnitude and sign are unknown, uncertaintv estimates
are made to reRresent the disRersion of eossible values
for the error:>. Both references [I] and [2] use the standard
deviation for each error source to calculate the uncer

tainty in the measured variable. This standard deviation
quantity is called the 'standard uncertainty li.

In reference [2], these uncertainties are grouped by
the method used to evaluate them. Those that are cal

culated by statistical means are classified as Type A and
those that are estimated by other means are classified
as Type B. Reference [1] uses this classification but also
includes a grouping of the uncertainties by their effect

27

As an example, consider a thermocouple that has been
calibrated against a standard with a systematic standard
uncertainty of 0.1O°C. When the calibration correction is
applied, the fixed erro r of the thermocouple is replaced by
the calibration uncertainty and the systematic standard
uncertainty af the calibration curve - for this example
taken to be 0.05°C. 1f the thermocouple is then used to
measure the mean temperature of a flow field, an addi
tional uncertainty might need to be applied to account
for how well the thermocouple measurement actually
represents the mean temperature. 1f this conceptual un
certainty (estimated by taking multiple measurements or
by analytical modeling) were 0.20°C, then the systematic
standard uncertainty for the thermocouple measurement
would be

Estimates of systematic uncertainties are usually made
at some confidence leveI rather than at the standard de

viation leveI. Typically, these systematic uncertainty esti
mates are representa tive of the 95% Iimits of the possible
values of the systematic error. To obtain the systematic
standard uncertainty, a distribution is assumed for this
95°/., estimate (i.e. normal, rectangular, triangular), and
the estima te is divided by the appropriate distribution
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Section 5

Evaluation ofValidation Uncertainty

This Section describes how the validation uncertainty
"'dl is determined once estimates of "num and the uncer-

. 1'V'"Contributorsto 11 and li/) have been made as dis-mput

cussed in previous sechons.
Discussed in this Section are t.vo approaches for deter

mining "'dl that differ in the manner of propagation with
which estimates for "m ut and "u are obtained. The first is
use of a sensitivity coefficient local method, and \he ~
ond is use o a Monte Carlo (samp-ling, global) method.
Both approaches are illustrated for four example cases
that cover a wide range of V&V applications.

The first three cases considered are for the finned-tube

heat transfer example (discussed in Section 1 and in
Mandatory Appendix I and shown schematically in Fig.

.-r=-4-1) in which the following occur. -
5-1.1 Case 1-

The validation variable T., is directly measured.
5-1.2 Case 2

The validation variable q is a result defined by a data
reduction equation that combines variables measured
in the experiment (and no rneasured variables share the
same error sources). This case is one in which the experimental value O of the
5-1.3 Case 3 validation variable is directly measured. A key feature of

The ~ion variable q is a result defined by a data such cases is that O and 5 have no shared variables, which
reduction equation that combines variables measured in leads to a straightforward evaluation of ","PU! and lIu' The

Fig.5-1-1 5chematic for Combustion Gas Flow Through a Duct
With Wall Heat Flux Being the Validation Variable (Case 4)

E5TIMATING uval WHEN THE EXPERIMENTAL~
VALUE, D, OF THE VALlDATION VARIABLE 15
DIRECTLY MEA5URED (CASE 1)

the experiment alld the measurements of Ti and Toshare
identical errar sources.

In these cases, specification of the validation condition
(set point) requires experimental determination of the
value of Reynolds number (4pQ/rrp.d,), and since the sim
ulation is performed for actual experimental conditions,
the values of the variables from the experiment will be
inputs to the simulation. The errors in these inputs are
assumed to be uncorrelated for ali cases, with the excep
tion of T and T for Case 3.I <,

The fourth case considers a combustion flow with the

validation variable being duct wall heat flux q at a given
location (Fig. 5-1 -1). The experimental q is inferred from
temperature-time measurements at the outside combus
tor duct wall using a data reduction equation that is itself
a model. The predicted q is from a simulation using a tur
bulent chemically reacting flow code to model the flow
through the duct.

OVERVIEW5-1

Combustion gases

Duct wall

with p, cp' k

q, heat flux

-~""
........

............. '.

Thermocouple/

o L
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Section 6

Interpretation ofValidation Results

6-1 INTRODUCTlON

Previous sections of this document have presented a
validation methodology based on determining the vali
dation comparison error, E, and the validation uncer
tainty, li" ..), and this Section discusses the interpretation of
the comparison of these metrics. Note that once a valida
tion effort reaches the point where the simulation value,
S, and the experimental value, D, of a validation variable
have been determined, the sign and magnitude of E (= S
- D) are known.

The validation uncertainty li".! is an estima te of the
standard deviation of the arent population of the com
bination o a I errors except the modeling error (8num +
8 - 8n) in 5 and D. Techniques for estimation of thempul . _

uncertainty components lInum' lImpu.' and lIu that combine
to give li,., have been discussed in Sections 2, 3, and 4,
respectively. Evaluation of li" .•! from those uncertainty
components has been demonstrated in Section 5 for four
separate cases that represent practical validation scenar
ios. For each of the cases, the contributions of lIinpu' and lIo

to 11 •• 1 are determined by propagation of the simulation
input standard uncertainties and the experimental stan
dard uncertainties using two techniques: a sensitivity co
efficien! (local) approach and a Monte Carlo (sampling,
global) approach that requires specification of errar dis
tributions.

Recalling eq. (1-5-7)

(6-2-2)

6-3 INTERPRETATION OF VAlIDATION RESUlTS

USING E AND uva! WITH ASSUMPTIONS MADE
ABOUT ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS

To estima te an interval within which 8m, •.ld falls with
a given degree of confidence, an assumption about the
probability distribution of the combination of ali errars,
except the modeling errar, must be made. This then al
lows the choice of a coverage factor [1, 2] k such that

then prabably Dm"ld= E.
(b) [f

then probably 8m"ld is of the same otder as or less than

(8 + 8 - 8 ).num mput D

From a practical standpoint, in the first case one has
information that can possibly be used to improve the
model (reduce the modeling errar). In the second cas.e.,.
however, the modeling errar is within the "noise levei"
imposed by the numerical, input, and experimental un
certainties, and formulating model "improvements" is
more prablematic.

within which the value of Dmodd falls with a given prob
ability cannot be estimated without further assumption.
One can make the following statements, however:

(a) [f

(1-5-7)8 -E-(8 +8 -8 imodel num '"pU I V

and considering the definition of li •• !, it is evident that (6-3-1)

then characterizes an interval within which 8modd falls, or~-....:::=~---
8 E[E-II E+lI ], modd v.1l' \'.,1

{ThUS' § is an estimate of 8m"ld' and li ,.•1 is the standard_

uncertainty of that esti~e validation uncertainty
can thus be viewed as the standard uncertainty, II~m,•.1d' of
the es!imate of Dm"H

6-2 INTERPRETATION OFVAlIDATION RESULTS

USING E AND uva' WITH NO ASSUMPTIONS
MADE ABOUT ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS

If one has only an estimate for the validation uncer
!ainty, li •.•!, and no! an estima te of the prabability dis
tribution associated with (D + D .• - <\,), an intervalnum '"pu

where LI." is called the <,xpallded IlIlcertaillty and one can
say, for instance, that (E ::': LI,,) then defines an interval
within which 8m, •.ld falls about 95 times out of 100 (i.e.,
with 95% confidence) when the coverage factor has been
chosen for a levei of confidence of 95%.

6-3.1 Parent Errar Distributions

To obtain a perspective on the order of magnitude of
k, consider the following three parent errar distributions
used as examples in the ISO Cuide [11:

(a) a uniform (rectangular) distribution with equal
prabability that 8 lies at any value between -A and +A.
so that <T = A/fI

(b) a triangular distribution symmetric about fi = O

with base fram -A to +A. so that <T = A/{6.
(c) a Caussian distribution with standard deviation u.
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ia" 7

Examp'les

Fig.7-2-1 Problem Domain With (x, y) Coordinates
Shown for Domain Corners

~ A (2.7,2.7:

7-2.1 Problem Description

Linear steady heat conduction is to be verified for a tvvo
dimensional domain. The domain is taken as one-eighth
of a square (2.7 m x 2.7 m) with a circular hole (1.11 m in
diametcr) in the center as shown in figo 7-2-1. The bound
ary surfaces of the two-dimensional domain are labcled as
51 to 5r Although the two-dimensional domain selected for
the verification problem is similar to the tvvo-dimensional
domain used in the validation, this is not required for code
verification. It is done for convenience here.

The partial differential equation in the code to be verified
is that for linear steady heat conduction and is given by

for code verification are develo ed in Nonmandatory
Appen ix A using the mcthod of manufactured solu-

..li2!!s. Both solutions are applicable to the simulation
model used in the validation example, but differ in
the code features that are tested. A variation of MMS

#1 in Nonmandatory Appendix A is used in this Sec
tion to demonstra te code verification. The solution is

briefly described here. The solution was specifically
designed so that the mathematical operations required
for developing the manufactured solution (MS) could
be carried out by hand. However, symbolic mathemat
ics software can make this task easier and is typically
necessary for more complex applications.

(7-2-1) ~

(2.7, O)

,,

L~--~:-
(1.11, O)

(0.786,0.786)

7-1 OVERVIEW

7-2 ~E VERIFICAT"ION EXA~

Verification is performed for the code features in thc
simulation model applicd in the validation assessment.
That simulation model (described later in subsection
7-3) includes numerically solving the partial differen
tial equation for linear heat conduction with convec
tion boundary conditions. Two analvtical solutions

To demonstra te the validation approach in this
Standard, an example problem is presented. The example
applies the approaches described in this Standard to ad
dress code verification, solution verification, uncertainty
in model input parameters, uncertainty in experimental
data, validation uncertainty, and interpretation of the
validation comparison. The example is based on validat
ing a model for the heat transfer rate from a fin-tube heat
exchanger.

This Section is divided into two main subsections

covering the code verification example (subsection 7-2)
and validation example (subsection 7-3). The code veri
fication example includes a description of the problem
(para. 7-2.1), presentation of a manufactured solution
(para. 7-2.2), and discussion of the results (para. 7-2.3).
The validation example includes an end-to-end dem
onstration of the approach with paragraphs on the ex
perimental data (para. 7-3.2), simulation (para. 7-3.3),
and validation comparison (para. 7-3.4); an additional
paragraph (para. 7-3.5) summarizes applying the valida
tion approach to a second simulation model. In the ex
perimental data section, experimental uncertainty (para.
7-3.2. I) is estimated. Thc simulation section includes a
discussion of the simulation modcl (para. 7-3.3. I), pre
sentation of the simulation results (para. 7-3.3.2), and
cstimation of simulation uncertainty (solution verifica
tion in para. 7-3.3.3 and input parameter uncertainty in
para. 7-3.3.4). The paragraph for assessing the validation
comparison presents two approaches for calculating the
validation uncertainty (propagation equation approach
in para. 7-3.4.1, and a Monte Carlo approach in para.
7-3.4.2) and discusses the interpretation of the valida
tion results (para. 7-3.4.3). The validation approach is
repeated for a second simulation model, with simulation
results and simulation uncertainty summarized in para.
7-3.5.1 and the validation comparison results summa
rized in para. 7-3.5.2.
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